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Why you should
read this paper
This whitepaper is different than any other whitepaper you may have read before.
It’s unique on three fronts:

1

It focuses on establishing 360 business analytics in
organizations in the media and entertainment industry. It
covers data-related use cases and systems that are typically
associated with publishers of news, articles, movies, videos,
games, music, and applications.

2

It is written for two distinct audiences: the first part for
marketing executives (referred to here as the CMO, collectively),
and the second part for technology executives (referred to here
as the CTO, collectively). Think of it as Lore IO’s idea of accountbased marketing.

3

It is developed as a conversation starter between the CMO
and the CTO. The first part of the paper clarifies the data
roadblocks that prevent organizations from implementing 360
business analytics. CMOs should read the first part to develop
common language with their CTOs in the effort to address
said roadblocks. After reading the first part, the CMO should
hand over the whitepaper to their CTO, as the second part of
the paper proposes a new no-ETL framework that aids the CTO
in developing the right data architecture needed to make 360
business analytics possible at a fraction of time and cost.

If you don’t fall into the CMO or the CTO bucket, but are tasked with providing
analytics to different teams in the org then you should also read this paper. You’ll
probably find our No-ETL approach uniquely satisfying.
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Introduction
360-degree business analytics is important for CMOs at media and publishing
organizations. You need to develop business insights by intersecting data about
your customers and their devices, content and offerings, project milestones, rights
management, marketing programs and campaigns, payables and receivables,
agencies and vendors, online and offline distribution, and the various marketing
technologies you use to manage all of the above, consolidating currencies and
regions. You already know that analyzing siloed data separately from each of
these sources yields very little insight. Meaningful observations about the nature
and trends in customer behavior, business performance, competitive tactics, and
market dynamics at large are possible when you intersect, blend together, and
otherwise contextualize these data sets.
Bringing siloed data sets together for integrated analysis is an expensive and time
consuming endeavor given the prevailing processes to extract, transform, and
load (ETL) data. CTOs and their technical staff intuitively understand the business
value of blending siloed data, but they are asked to roll a very heavy rock up a
very steep hill. To be both accommodating and efficient, CTOs often ask CMOs to
articulate specific data requirements for their analytics, so that they can custombuild ETL operations that satisfy the need.
This approach, however, does not make things better. ETLs are still costly and
prolonged. Any subsequent change in requirements can lead to additional ETL
work. Worse, CMOs may not know what analytics questions to ask before they see
the data. It’s when they interact with the data that CMOs can develop interesting
and workable hypotheses.
This whitepaper will demonstrate how CMOs can achieve true 360-degree business
analytics when their CTOs implement a no-ETL framework to their data operations.

Meaningful observations about the nature
and trends in customer behavior, business
performance, competitive tactics, and market
dynamics at large are possible when you
intersect, blend together, and otherwise
contextualize disparate data sets.
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For the CMO
DEVELOPING INSIGHTS THROUGH DATA BLENDS
CMOs and their marketing staff in media companies look to develop business
insights by blending together data sets that are created and typically maintained
in siloed systems. For instance:

CMOs and other marketing executives wish to build

integrated data views that help them optimize marketing budget allocation and
marketing mix so that they can hit their marketing and revenue goals. These
sophisticated data views are built to support ongoing planning and rolling
forecasts, and what-if analyses.

TOP OF MIND QUESTIONS
What is the true ROI of our content production?
What types of content drive the most subscriptions
and customer lifetime value?
How should I optimize my advertising and 		
marketing budget across channels?
How efficient are my creative and advertising 		
agencies in driving my business goals?

DATA SYSTEMS TO INTEGRATE FOR ANSWERS
ERP, subscription system, web analytics, agency
reports, ESP data, social media data, organic
and paid search data, advertising data
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For the CMO

Content developers are looking to identify their best customers and
understand the types of content these customers will be eager to consume and
pay for.

TOP OF MIND QUESTIONS
What are the characteristics of consumers who 		
engage with content?
What are the prevailing patterns of content 		
consumption (Recency, Frequency, Monetary Value)?
How is content streamed, downloaded, and shared
on different platforms, operating systems, web 		
browsers, apps?

DATA SYSTEMS TO INTEGRATE FOR ANSWERS
CMS, DMP, subscription system, web analytics, video
player analytics, mobile app analytics
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For the CMO

Marketing campaign managers

need to understand how
different direct response campaigns, and campaign variations are acquiring, engaging,
and converting customers.

TOP OF MIND QUESTIONS
What are the best marketing strategies to promote
new content and apps?
Which audience segments should I target?
How well are my campaign performing overall and
individually across channels?
How many registrations and mobile apps 			
installations are my campaigns driving?

DATA SYSTEMS TO INTEGRATE FOR ANSWERS
CMS, DMP, subscription system, web analytics, video
player analytics, mobile app analytics, agency reports,
ESP data, social media data, organic and paid
search data, advertising data
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For the CMO

Community managers need to strategize about content

promotion in earned media, and analyze brand and campaign performance over
time.

TOP OF MIND QUESTIONS
What content is most and least viral?
What is the brand sentiment online?
How much content voting, rating, and review drive
brand awareness and customer acquisition?

DATA SYSTEMS TO INTEGRATE FOR ANSWERS
Paid social data, owned social data, web analytics,
video player analytics, mobile app analytics
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For the CMO

Investing in 360-degree analytics offers benefits to other teams across the
organization. For instance:

Subscription managers need to integrate customer demographics,
campaign data, and subscription data to determine when and to whom to offer
subscription coupons and deals.

Customer service managers

need to integrate customer
support logs, subscription data, web analytics and mobile analytics data to better
address and resolve support calls around subscriptions and content.

Product managers

who oversee website, and mobile applications
design and functionality need to integrate system data to understand how
customers install apps, consume content and get their friends to use the service.

Application developers need to integrate website, mobile app,
and video player analytics data to better develop new website features and mobile
applications.

Infrastructure pros must maintain service delivery to consumers
and need to track video streaming quality, identify website and application errors
by device type, and how video quality impacts video completion rates.
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For the CMO

To satisfy the data needs across the organization, media companies must develop
a comprehensive picture of content releases, its promotional activities, and its
consumption. CMOs must bring all the data together, and then set up different
data views for each team so that it can optimize its workflow. CMOs must enable
teams to explore the data on their own in order to develop insights. And CMOs
must enable their teams to act on those insights.
Once the multi-source data is brought together, media organizations can pursue
different use cases by answering the following business questions:

•

CUSTOMER INTELLIGENCE: How should we segment and group our
target audiences? How does each segment interact with or brand, properties,
applications and content over time?

• PERSONALIZATION: Beyond segments and cohorts, how can tailor every
interaction to each customer’s needs and wants so that the experience is more
relevant and personal?

• PREDICTIVE: How can we determine the ebb and flow of content consumption?

How can we forecast revenue and customer lifetime value trends based on the
data we have?

• OPTIMIZATION: How can we get more awareness and performance out of our
spend? How can we improve the relevancy of our campaigns and offerings to the
needs of our audiences?
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For the CMO

CURRENT STATE OF DATA OPERATIONS AT MEDIA
COMPANIES
Bringing all pertinent data into a single location where multi-source data views
can be defined is a critical challenge for media organizations. The current state of
data operations makes it difficult to reconcile disparate data sets. Here are some
of the issues that prevent CMOs from obtaining 360-degree view of the business:

•

MULTITUDE OF DATA SOURCES: To obtain a comprehensive performance

picture of content, products, campaigns, digital properties, vendors and agencies,
CMOs must pull in and blend streaming data, unstructured data, semi structured
data, and structured data from files, emails, web chats, web logs, transaction logs,
social posts, CRMs, DMPs (data management platforms), CMPs (content marketing
platforms), marketing automation systems, mobile application analytics, web
analytics, heatmap data, video streaming quality logs, call center logs, transaction
and subscription logs, product telemetry, infrastructure analytics, social listening
tools, and agency reports.

• INCONSISTENT DATA PULL PROCESSES:

To further complicate data
operations, each of the data sources mentioned above typically offers a different
process to pull data out. Some systems export data in files, while others offer direct
communication mechanisms such as via APIs. Each API requires different requests
to pull the data, different throttling or quota levels, and different ways to deal with
response errors and retries.

•

CUSTOM DATA STRUCTURES: Each source system organizes its data

differently. Some systems offer both a user interface for business users and an API
for developers. Even though both interfaces pull the same data, they each organize
it differently, imposing a learning curve in data access. The data organization
(schema) will vary considerably across different sources, and in some cases the
schema isn’t readily apparent.

• DIFFERENT DATA DEFINITIONS AND CALCULATIONS: Finally, the way

data is defined and calculated varies considerably across sources: some providers
may offer only aggregated data, while others offer granular, raw data access. The
same metric can be calculated differently, using different dating mechanisms.
Unique identifiers, which are needed to join disparate data sets, may not be readily
available, or may be calculated differently. For instance, matching data of an
anonymous website visitor with their data from an application for which the visitor
created an account can be difficult.
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For the CMO

To summarize the complexities that block CMOs from getting 360-degree business
analytics done:

There are many source systems and your technical team
must engineer and maintain a separate adapter to pull in the
requisite data from each source.
Every data pull must be staged somewhere before being
blended with other data sets. Your IT team must find the
necessary storage for the imported data.
Once the data is pulled, your IT team will need to develop a parser
to translate the data from its original state to one that business
users can analyze. Each business use case will require its own
parser, which the IT will need to run periodically, resolve any data
errors it surfaces, and regularly maintain it as the source system
provider decide to change its own interfaces or data logic.
Once the data is translated, your IT team will need to load it
into a data warehouse and connect it to your visualization
and analytics tools.
Should business users require changes in the data, your IT
team will need to modify the different steps in the process.

As you can imagine, the current state of data operations introduces expensive
and time consuming tasks that prevent the business of answering key business
questions. Yet, without these insights, Marketing organizations are essentially
flying blind, making frequent bad decisions with sub-optimal data.
We hope that by now you have a good sense of the technical challenges that
prevent 360-degree business analytics from becoming a reality. Fortunately, we
have good news for your CTO.
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For the CTO
As discussed above, CMOs and their organizations are blocked from achieving
360-degree business analytics given the expensive and time consuming data
operations involved. At the core of the problem are ETL operations that are hard to
configure, maintain, and scale.
The following sections present a new approach to data operations that makes ETLs
obsolete. By removing ETLs, business users can run real-time query operations
directly on the raw data, have the freedom to explore the data and uncover
hidden insights, and have confidence in their subsequent decisions having used
trustworthy data.
A case study will wrap up the white paper, demonstrating a real use case and the
benefits gained from removing ETLs.

PREREQUISITES FOR DISPLACING ETL
OPERATIONS
Organizations looking to re-architect their data operations and remove ETLs
should look for solutions that satisfy the following requirements:

• EXECUTE ANY DATA QUERY WITHOUT ADDITIONAL DATA PREP: Raw

data must be available for new queries at any time with no preparation overhead. Any
required data cleanup, join, or prep should be either already executed or executable
on the fly.

• SCHEMAS MUST BE DETECTED AUTOMATICALLY AT READ TIME:
Users mustn’t waste time learning data structuring and designing its storage. They
should have a consistent mechanism to interact with any data set.

• BUSINESS USERS MUST SELF-SERVE THEIR QUERIES:

Users must
have open dimensionality that enables them to form data relationships on the fly.
Similarly, they should have self-service means to construct their own ad-hoc views
without any blocking preparations. And they must be able to use their existing BI
solutions, and not be asked to learn new applications and interfaces.

• KEEP DATA INTACT: The organization must maintain proper data governance,

stewardship, and lineage. Users must not create data copies and work, instead,
with the raw data that is simply pulled from the systems of records to the data lake.
Data must remain in its original state, and there should never be ambiguity about
its trustworthiness.
Copyright © 2017 Lore IO
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For the CTO

A BLUEPRINT FOR SHEDDING OFF ETLS
IN MEDIA COMPANIES
Having described the necessary conditions for re-architecting data operations, we
can now examine a proven solution for shedding off ETLs. The solution is comprised
of the following steps:
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Bring all source data
in its raw form into a
unified data lake.

2

Use a universal meta layer to house all
data logic. The data is available and easily
accessible to users who leverage it for any
data use case. It helps to think of this meta
layer as an IDE for data marts.

3

Connect the meta layer to a BI tool,
and run all queries directly on the
raw data.
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For the CTO

1 Bring source data into a data lake
The first step is to pull data into the data lake and make it accessible in its raw form
as soon as it’s available in the source system. This includes all the source systems
discussed above, but also any existing databases like Oracle or MongoDB, data
storage systems like Hadoop or AWS, and data streams like TIBCO StreamBase.
As many organizations still lack a reliable data lake, Lore IO can advise on designing
and implementing a data lake that can well serve the 360-degree business analytics
use case. All that’s needed in many cases are the login credentials for each system.
For example, Lore IO can aid in pulling CRM data, such as Salesforce.com, given our
deep experience with its API quota and data schema.
Typically, your business data is federated across many objects, each with its own
unique schema. As a result, data organizations tend to limit the dimensions,
attributes, and metrics they pull, which limits the queries that business users can
run. Lore IO has developed expertise in pulling and reconciling disparate data sets
for media organizations. For instance, it’s relatively easy now to map web analytics,
heatmap data, with a data integration solution provider, even though they all use
different schemas.
Another problem area that Lore IO can help with is handling custom API responses.
Marketing Automation APIs, for instance, have custom response types, which
makes it difficult to reconcile data discrepancies, handle response errors, etc.
The end result is a process that fetches new data as soon as it’s available and
appends it into the data lake, so that it’s immediately available for the business
applications.

Business benefit
Your IT team no longer needs to develop and maintain a separate adapter for any
data source. It also does not need to find appropriate storage. Data is consistently
pulled from the source system into the data lake.
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For the CTO

2 Develop a universal meta layer
The second step is to develop a universal meta layer that houses all of the data
logic. Here, too, Lore IO can assist in making any data set queryable in a consistent
method, regardless of its raw format: JSON, XML, text, or any other form.
The meta layer needs to include the dictionary that enables users to quickly search
for and use the data sets they need.
With the dictionary in place, your team can begin building data journeys, which
represent logical relationships across data entities. These journeys can be
enhanced and scaled at any time as new sources of data become available in the
data lake.
Often, data organizations struggle to join data sets because it may be difficult to
pull the common identifier -- such as a unique user id -- from convoluted objects.
For instance, it may be difficult to connect activities of anonymous website visitors
with registered mobile application users. Lore IO can advise on how to run these
kinds of integrations, as well as on how to speed up data look up, and how to
define data transformation logic that will be implemented at query time.

Business benefit:
Your IT team no longer needs to build a parser to translate data sets. They can
forego developing custom SQL to pull different data for integrated views. And they
also don’t need to worry about running the pulls and joins every night. All of this is
taken care of using the universal meta layer.
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For the CTO

3 Connect to a BI tool
In the last step, we connect your team’s BI tool to the meta layer and define views.
Data preparation either has been already done in the meta layer, or it can be
executed at run time. Business users do not need to wait for implementation or for
data to be processed.

Business benefit:
Your IT team no longer needs to worry about loading new pulls into the data
warehouse. And should business users require new data, they can self-serve and
enhance data journeys in the meta layer directly, and then pull them into their BI
tool.
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Success story
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How Lore IO can help
Lore IO provides all the product and service capabilities needed to shed off ETLs
from your data processes. The solution can be introduced incrementally into your
existing infrastructure, minimizing risk or distractions. A typical engagement with
our solution consultants will include a review and prioritization of current data
pain points. Together with your team, the consultants will identify an initial project,
and scope, design, and implement it in one week. By reviewing your systems of
record and business priorities, we can quickly propose and outline an effective use
case for implementation.

ABOUT LORE IO
Lore IO’s Next Generation Data
Preparation Platform makes ETL
obsolete, cutting 90% of the build-time
for smart data applications.
1

A virtual data catalogue product
at the center of the universe

2

Declarative data transformations
vs explicit ETL

3

All data preparation code AUTOMATED

RESULTS
With our data virtualization technology customers have
deployed highly personalized data applications across their
organization in days instead of months

10%

90%

TIME SPENT

TIME TO VALUE

JUST 10%
ON DATA PREPARATION

Ready in hours
instead of weeks

down by 50-90%

90 % FOCUS
ON USE-CASES & INSIGHTS
up by 80%
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Using our data virtualization technology customers have deployed
highly personalized data applications across their organization in
days instead of months

COST

60% smaller
Data Lake Capacity
90% lower
per Data App Built
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